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TRENDS IN DAIRY:

BURGERS
Burgers are one of consumers’ most preferred menu items,
driven by strong perceptions around their taste, craveability
and practicality (convenient and filling). Overall, almost
nine in 10 consumers (87%) eat burgers at least once
a month. Thus, knowing what types of burgers sell is
essential to winning over this large demographic.

CHEESE PREFERENCES
Although it’s not a necessity, cheese is a major burger
component that many consumers believe adds value to a
burger. When it comes to consumers’ favorite cheeses for
burgers, cheddar leads the pack, with 67% of consumers
saying they would consider ordering it on a burger.
American and Swiss cheeses round out the top three. And
operators are right on track with consumer preferences—
the top three cheeses on burgers at restaurants are also
cheddar, American and Swiss (in that order).
There are a number of noteworthy demographic breakouts
of burger cheese preferences. Here are a few:
• Although cheddar is the favorite cheese of
millennials, Gen Xers and baby boomers,
American cheese is favored by Gen Zers
• Millennials vastly outnumber other generations
when it comes to considering Brie, goat, Gouda
and manchego on burgers
• Hispanic consumers’ most preferred cheese is
mozzarella, and for consumers with a mixed
ethnic background it’s Swiss
• For the cheeses that don’t make the top 10 list,
many are very much enjoyed by 35- to 44-yearolds in particular—this age group polls the
highest for blue cheese/gorgonzola, feta, fontina,
Gruyere and manchego
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CONSUMERS’
TOP CHEESE
PREFERENCES
FOR BURGERS
1 Cheddar (67%)
2 American (65%)
3 Swiss (51%)
4 Mozzarella (50%)
5 Monterey Jack (49%)
6 Provolone (46%)
7 Pepper Jack (45%)
8 White Cheddar (44%)
9 Parmesan (26%)
10 Queso (20%)

Q: Which types of cheese would you consider
ordering on a burger at a restaurant?
Please select all that apply.
Base: 1,000 consumers aged 18+
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SAUCE PREFERENCES
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CONSUMERS’ TOP SAUCE
PREFERENCES FOR BURGERS
49%

Barbecue

47%

Mayonnaise

34%

Ranch

33%

Restaurant’s Signature Sauce

30%

Thousand Island Dressing

29%

Garlic Parmesan
Buffalo Sauce

28%

Garlic Sauce

28%

Jalapeño Cheese Sauce

26%

Blue Cheese Dressing 23%

Like cheese, sauces can also add layers of flavor to
burgers. Barbecue (49%) leads consumers’ favorite sauce
preferences, followed by mayonnaise (47%) and ranch
(34%). As with the list of cheeses, consumers’ most
preferred burger sauces are also some of the leading
sauces menued on burgers at restaurants. The list of
consumers’ top sauce preferences for burgers sheds light
on some trends to be aware of in this segment. Here are
a few:

Cheesy Sauces
Consumers seem to not only enjoy actual cheese on
burgers but also in sauces for a creamy and indulgent
bite. Garlic Parmesan (29%), jalapeño cheese sauce
(26%) and blue cheese dressing (23%) all pop up in the
top 10 list. Since 50% of consumers prefer a blend
of cheese types on their burgers, operators should
consider menuing one cheese atop the burger and
RANCH is the fastest-growing sauce on
another cheese infused in a sauce.

Takeaway

burgers at restaurants, with mentions up 30%
year over year. Operators should consider
making their own ranch using buttermilk, salt,
garlic, onion, mustard, herbs and spices
mixed into a mayo-based sauce. For a
lighter base, consider swapping in
sour cream or yogurt
for mayo.

Heat it Up
Spicy sauces also seem to be favorites on burgers.
More than a quarter of consumers say they would
consider ordering Buffalo sauce (28%) and jalapeño
cheese sauce (26%) on burgers, both of which
have a tinge of heat. And further, although chili
sauce and Sriracha don’t make the top 10 list, both
are highly prized by certain demographics. For
example, 26% of men say they’d consider ordering
chili sauce, while 19% of those age 25-34 would
order Sriracha.

White Year-Round
White’s still on trend after Labor Day! White sauces
like mayonnaise (47%), ranch (34%) and blue
cheese dressing (23%)—as well as crème fraîche
and sour cream, which didn’t make the top 10 list—
are blank canvasses for innovation. Chefs should
consider incorporating fresh herbs, spices and
other ingredients into these sauces for a visually
appealing and more premium sauce.
Q: Which types of sauce
would you consider
ordering on a burger
at a restaurant? Please
select all that apply.
Base: 1,000 consumers
aged 18+
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BURGER TRENDS
Because burgers are a perennial favorite, it’s crucial
to understand the trends that are impacting this menu
segment. Here are five burger trends that operators
should keep on their radar.

1

Dips Turned Sauces

Dips like beer cheese and queso have started to find their
way onto burgers. Since cheesy sauces such as garlic
Parmesan and jalapeño cheese sauce rank high with
consumers, it’s safe to say that these cheesy dips also will
appeal to many. Plus, queso’s Hispanic flavorings will
entice the 42% of consumers who are interested in ethnic
cheeses for burgers.

a ON THE MENU:

East Coast Wings & Grill’s Nacho
Mama’s Burger with nacho cheese and craft beer cheese

2

Stuffed Burgers

Burgers stuffed with cheese or other ingredients not only
surprise guests, but they also make for a well-rounded bite
of flavor. Operators can form burgers around a slice of
cheese for a shocking burst of gooey goodness.

b ON THE MENU:

Shoney’s Cheddar Stuffed Burger

Going Natural

Almost half of consumers (48%) say that natural
ingredients make a burger premium, and 70% of
consumers prefer natural cheese over processed cheese
on their burger. Thus, many operators are touting natural
cheeses, and especially aged cheeses, to up the quality.

c ON THE MENU:

TGI Fridays’ Bacon Cheeseburger with
aged all-natural cheddar spread

4

Mashup Madness

Operators are topping burgers with popular sides like
mac and cheese and mozzarella sticks to shake up menu
offerings with a familiar format. These over-the-top, wowfactor items appeal to folks looking for an indulgent bite.

d ON THE MENU:

P.J. Whelihan’s Monster Mozzarella
Burger topped with mozzarella sticks

5

Upscale Toppings

Upscale cheeses like truffle-flavored or chili pepper-tinged
varieties give burgers a more premium image. Upscale
sauces also do the trick. A benefit for operators: adding
a premium topping is traditionally less expensive than
switching to a pricier patty. So consider upscaling toppings
before other ingredients.

e ON THE MENU:

Hard Rock Cafe’s Spinach, Chickpea &
Potato Burger with a spiced yogurt sauce

For more information and to source California dairy
products, visit RealCaliforniaMilk.com/foodservice
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